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Press Information 

High Quality Accents in the Bathroom with Philippe Starck 

AXOR Universal Rectangular Accessories  

 

Shapes help create unimagined possibilities for individual expression in bathroom design. For this reason, the AXOR 

Universal Accessories collection comprises of three lines, each representing a basic shape: a rectangle (AXOR 

Universal Rectangular), a circle (AXOR Universal Circular) and a square with rounded edges (AXOR Universal 

Softsquare). Unadorned and straightforward, with an almost drastically reduced design language, AXOR has now 

unveiled new rectangular products from the AXOR Universal Rectangular Accessories portfolio, designed in 

collaboration with Philippe Starck. 

  
 

Copyright: AXOR / Hansgrohe SE 
 
The new AXOR Rectangular Accessories set unobtrusive, high-quality 
accents in the bathroom. Their straightforward design language does not 
push itself into the foreground but rather underlines personal interior style. 

Copyright: AXOR / Hansgrohe SE 
 
The wide range of products includes a shaving mirror, toilet paper holder 
and various towel holders, guaranteeing a uniform overall look in the 
bathroom. 
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As an expression of personal style, the accessories are available in 
polished and brushed AXOR FinishPlus surfaces. Pictured here in Polished 
Gold Optic, the accessories elegantly blend into expressive bathroom 
designs. 
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The new AXOR Rectangular Accessories convince with straight lines and 
geometric shapes. Therefore, they can be easily combined with all cubic and 
rectangular AXOR tap and shower collections. 
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-ENDS- 

Notes to Editors 

AXOR conceives and manufactures iconic objects for luxurious bathrooms and kitchens. 

Developed in collaboration with world-renowned designers—Philippe Starck, Antonio 

Citterio, Jean-Marie Massaud and Barber Osgerby among them—AXOR products come 

in a variety of styles. All AXOR faucets, showers and accessories are produced to the 

highest standards of quality. With an expertise that extends far beyond the products 

themselves, AXOR inspires and enables architects, interior designers and the design-savvy 

public. Together with AXOR, they shape water-related spaces that reflect the unique 

personality of the user. Part of the Hansgrohe Group, AXOR is a forward-thinking brand 

dedicated to developing distinctive products, manufactured with excellence. 

Learn more about AXOR: 

www.axor-design.com/uk 

 

Social: 

www.instagram.com/axordesign 

www.linkedin.com/showcase/axor-design 

www.youtube.com/channel/axor 

#AXOR 

#AXORdesign 

 

Issued on behalf of Hansgrohe Group by McCann Central, Communications House, 

Highlands Road, Shirley, West Midlands, B90 4WE.  For further information, please contact 

Laura Westcott, Louise Fisher, Tara Wilson, or Annie May Heno by emailing 

hansgrohepr@mccann.com 
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